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Abstract 
The radiative decay J/4' —• fit* TT~ has been studied using tlie 8.6 million Jjij> pro

duced in the DM2 experiment at the DCI e + e~ storage rings al Orsay. The TT+IT~ mass 
spectrum shows a clean /2(1270) signal, and the possible presence of two other states 
at t ie / 2(1720) and / 4(2030) masses. For the /j(1270), the branching ratio BR{J/4> -» 
7/) x BR(f ~» ?r+ IT" ) is measured to IK (7.50 ± 0.30 ± 1.12) X 10""1, and the spin analysis 
prefers the J=2 assignment, with hehcity par<imeters x = 0.83 ± 0.06 and y = 0.01 ± 0.06. 
The existence of higher mass states is discussed. 
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Introduction 

The /2(1270), which is produced with a very large rate in radiative J/t/» decays, has 
been observed in its decay into TTTT by the PLUTOM, CRYSTAL BALL' 2 ' , MARK H' 3 ' 
and MARK III' 4 ' experiments. Some QCD calculations predict' 5 ', in the spin 2 hypoth
esis, a large contribution of the helicity 1 and 2 amplitudes, relatively to the helicity 0. 
Experiments [2] and [4] contradict this prediction by excluding the presence of helicity 2. 

Radiative J/V» decays are expected also to copiously produce gluonium states'*!; the 
/.-(1720) is a ghiehall candidate: observed in its decay into KK by the collaborations [3|, 
j'1j and [7| with a branching ratio of about 10~ 3, its spin analysis shows, as compared Uy the 
/jf I.r>25) in tli'* same A*A' dccïiy mode and the /2(1270) in the TTTT decay mode, a very dif
ferent behavior, with comparable helicity 0, 1 and 2 contributions. First observed denying 
into 7/7/ by experiment [2] with BR ~ 2x 10~*„ the / 2 (I720), if it has agjueball component, 
should also decay into TTTT with a significant rate due to the flavour-independent coupling of 
tlif glue to the quarks' 8 '; experiments [2| and [4] have measured the corresponding branch
ing mtio but the presence of a large tackprouml and possible interference effects reduce 
the significance of the signals and exclude Oie possibility of a spin analysis. 

The DM2 collaboration lias achieved <:n accurate measurement of the production 
brandling ratio of the /2(1270) in its decay into 7r+7r~, and a precise determination of 
the spin and helicity parameters of this particle; for the /2(1720) the branching ratio is 
measured, with the same limitations thau experiment [4].The liigh statistics DM2 results 
fully agree with previous ones. 

Experimental set -• up 

The DM2 detector shown on figure 1 <-nd described in detail elsewhere'9' is a large solid 
angle magnetic spectrometer: a 2m diameter and 3m long solenoid with a 1 X0 aluminium 
coil produces a 5 kG mag::-.*tic field. Inside, 2 proportional and 13 drift chambers allow 
the detection of charged particles over a solid angle of 0.87 x 4TT sr, with a momentum 
resolution of 3.5 % at 1000 MeV/c. A set of 2 cm thick 36 scintillators provides a time-
ot-flight measurement with a total resolution of 5-10 ps, including 440 ps from the beam 
spread, allowing a 3<r ir/K separation up to 450 MeV/c. Outside the coil, a photon 
detector divided into 8 octants of 14 planes of streamer tubes, sandwiched with 5XV lead 
and scintillator planes, covers a solid angle of 0.7 x 4TT sr, with a detection efficiency greater 
than 96% above 110 MrV; the spatial resolution for the photon is 10 mrad in azimut!, and 
7 mrad in polar angle. Two end-cap photon detectors, consisting of wire plane chambers 
interleaved with 5X„ lead allow the rejection of events with an extra-photon emitted over 
a solid angle of 0.12 x 4TT sr. 

Event selection. 

Aftt-r geometrical reconstruction, 88000 events with two oppositely charged tracks and 
one photon remain. 

A first set of kinematical cuts is applied, on the total energy E of the final state under 
777+7r~ assumption (2900 < E < 3300 McV), and on the missing mass M of the 7r +7r -
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system {\M2\ < 5 x 105 (MeV/c2 f ). 
Radiative Bhabhas (and also 77 events) are mainly discarded by imposing that the 

angle &i{i = 1,2) between the directions of the photon and each charged particle satisfies 
20° < Si < 1?Q°. The rejection against e + and e~ is increased by requiring that none of 
the charged particles exhibits shower signature in the photon detector. To avoid pattern 
problems due to the dead region between two adjacent octants, each track must cross the 
photon detector with more than 75% of its path inside the same octant. 

At this level of selection, the background comes mainly from J/-0 —» pn —> 7r+7r~7r°, 
TT° -> 77, with one undetected photon; hi that case the angle a between the direction of the 
detected photon anil the momentum P missing to the two charged particles presents a wide 
distribution, whereas for y7r*'ir~ decays this distribution is broadened only by the angular 
resolution (~ 1°). A cut is applied on the quantity -p\ = 4 x P2 X sin2 y < 2500(MeV/c) 2, 
corresponding to a ait in a increasing from 2" at the p° mass to 3.2 a at a 7r+7r~ invariant 
mass of 2000 MeV/c2. 

Then events are 3C*-fiUcd to both 7TT+TT~ and fK+K~ hypotheses requiring that they 
satisfy the first one [x\nit < 4.5) and that X\KK > Xynm ' " order to rule out the second 
one. 

The 7rf7r" mass distribution is shown on figure 2a for the final sample of about i0 4 

events; the total efficiency for J/V' -» yX, X -» TT+ IT" varies from 33% at 1300 MeVjc2 

to 25% at 2200 McV/c2. Although only 3% of the decays J/ij) -» fm remain after this 
selection, the large branching ratio of this mode (1.4%) leads to an important contribution 
as shown on figure 2b for Monte-Carlo events. For background containing kaons, the 
émulation of the reactions J/i/> —» f(ir0)K+ K~ leads to a negligible contribution below 
2000 MeV/c2, as shown on the same figure. So a TT/K discrimination by time-of-flight, 
which is not efficient in this mass region, has not been applied, without causing a limitation 
for this analysis. 

7r+7r_ mass analysis 

The 7T* 7r~ mass distribution (fig.2a) exhibits the p° peak, a clear /2(1270) signal, and 
other structures at higher masses which may be identified with /2(1720) and /4(2030), 
above an important /^TT* background. 

The mass spectrum l>elow 2250 McV/c2 has been fitted successively to two and four 
Breit-Wigner functions added to a quadratic background (fig 3a and 3b), with fixed p° 
mass and width (770 and 154 A/eK/c 5), giving the following parameters : 

m / a ( l 2 7 0 , = 1269 ±3MeV/c2 

r M m o > = 1 8 0 ± 7 M e v y c 2 

( X2 = 95 for 58 d.o.f.) 

™/,(mo) = 1274 ± 4McV/c2 m / 3 ( 1 7 2 0 ) = 1693 ± lWeV/<?mM30i0) = 2010 ± 23AfeK/c2 

r / l (i270) - 2 2 3 ± 7 M e K / c 2 r M l T 2 D ) = 124 ± ÏWeV/c2 r A ( 2 0 3 o ) = 276 ± AOMeV/c2 

( x7 = 77 for 52 d.o.f) 
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These results raise two problems: at first the presence of the two states at about 
1700 and 2000 McV/c2 is doubtful since the signaj-to-background ratio is small; then the 
/ 2(1270) width, in the second fit, is much larger than its known value of 176 MeV/t? , 
due to an excess of events on the liigh mass side of the resonance wich strongly contribute 
to the high X' value an already seen in experiments [2), [3] and (4j. Two explanations have 
been considered for that: an interference effect between / 2(1270) and /J (1525) in the ira-
final state, and the existence of a resonance around 1400 MeV/c2

y also suggested by the 
rrn- mass spectrum observed in <frr+Tr~ decay'1 ' ' ' I 1 2 ' (figure 4). 

The 7T4 7T~ mass spectrum liotwceu 107.1) and l.r»50 McVjc2 in yir+TT~ has been fitted 
to two IJrcit-YVigner distributions: at first with all events (fig.5a), then imposing to the 
angle 9 T between the incoming e and the ir + in the ir+7r~ rest frame to satisfy .78 < 
|cos#„| < .02. The |rf»sôr[ distribution, as explained later, is flat for Jp = 0 + , and 
peaked at large values for JF — 2* and 4 h , depending on the helicity parameters. This 
cut suppresses strongly / 2(1270) events (78%) and enhances the mass region around 1400 
McV/c7 (fig.Sb). 

One obtains for all 77T+7r'" events : 

»</.<mo) = 1201 i-b McV/c2 

T/,,,270, - 171 + CMcV/r2 

(x

2 = IB for IS d.o.f.) 

and for events after the ros0„ cut 

"V,0!7o) =" '274 + S MrV/c2 mX = 1421 ± 5 MeV/c2 

r/,(i270) = 172 1- IGMrV/J r x = .10 ± 9 MeV/c2 

(x

2 =r 1.1 for 13 d.o.f.) 

The introduction of a narrow state at 1420 McV/c1 restores the normal / 2(1270) 
width value, and fits well the 7T+7T' mass distribution; the corresponding branching ratio, 
as calculated from the first fit, would be HR(J/4' -•» yX) x BR(X -> TT+TT-) = (7.9 ± 
2.4 ±1.2) x 10" 5 . 

It is attractive to relate this possible state at 1420 McV/c2 to the /s(1410) observed 
in K°K° by several target experiments l 1 3 IJ 1 4 l , with the same mass and width (^ 1420 
and 30 MeV/c2) and probably with Jr — 2' ; it should l>e noticed that the growth of the 
signal when the cos0w cut is applied excludes a JP -- 0"* assignment for the DM2 77r+7r~ 
events. Nevertheless this possible state rannot well explain ^7r+7T - data ' 1 5 ' . 

One has tried also to explain the excess of events by an interference effect between 
/ 2(1270) and /,(1525) amplitudes in the 7r+7r~ final state. A fit has been performed 
(fig.Oa), allowing magnitudes and relative phase of the corresponding Breit-Wigners to 
vary, and fixing the / , mass and width (1,125 and 70 McV/c2). The best agreement is 
obtained for a relative phase of 195° ± 10° (^ 2 =06 for 37 d.o.f.), but the / 2 fitted width 
is still too large (206 ± 7 McV/c2). 

The rr+TT" mass spectrum between 700 and 2250 MeV/c2 has been fitted again to two 
and four Brcit-Wigncrs, in the last case with and without interference between /2(1270) and 
/j(1525) amplitudes, but with widths fixed to the mundial values {Tj,(i2tn = 176 MeV/c2, 

m.\ = 1421 ± 7 MeV/c1 

T,Y = 69 ± 18 MeV/c2 
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r / ; (i525) = TO MeV/c2, r / a ( m i ) ) = 134 HfeV/c2, r A ( 2 0 3 o ) = 200 MeV/c2)> in order to 
calculate the product branching ratios BR(J/il> -* -yX) x BR(X - • ir+ir~) (xlO 4 ) : 

X h (1270) fi (1525) h (1720) / 4 (2030) 

incoherent fit 6.86 ± 57 ± 1.03 0 0 0 

incoherent fit 7.50 ± .30 ± 1.12 0 1.02 ± ,17 ± ,15 1.48 ± .23 ± .18 

coherent fit 
(/2(1270) and 7.44 ± .22 ± 1.12 .25 ± .10 ± .04 1.03 ± .16 ± .15 1.63 ± 2A ± .24 
f2 interfering) 

where the first quoted errors are statistical, and the second systematic, taking into account 
only the uncertainty of 15% on the number of produced J/4>. 

As expected from its quark content, the branching ratio for the / 2(1525) is small as 
compared to the value obtained in the KK channel by the same experiment'^ : BR(f^ —» 
mr) / BR{f2 -* KK) = 0.075 ± 0.035. 

For the / 2(1720) this ratio is equal to 0.17 ±0.04, where the quoted error is statistical 
only; U;e systematic one is possibly large, due to the small signal-to-background ratio. In 
order to improve it, one tried to reject the fFui* background. As explained later in the 
/ 2(1270) angular analysis, a cut in casO* (excluding [cos0w| between .78 and .92) rejects 
the most part of this contamination(80%), but only about 25% of the resonances, supposed 
to have a spin equal to 2 or 4; the jr*7r~ mass spectrum is shown on figure 6b, and does 
not exhibit better signals. This leads to comparable values for the /î(1720) and / 4(2030) 
parameters: 

m / a ( 1 T 2 0 ) = 1698 ± XhMeV/c2 m/^oso) = 2038 ± WMeV/c2 

r / a (i72o) = 136 ± 28MeF/c 2 r / 4 ( M S 0 , = 304 ± 60MeV/c2 

{X2 = 65 for 52 d.o.f.) 

Spin analysis for J/ij> -* jf 

The spin determination of a particle X produced in the radiative decay Jjtj) —* fX^ 
with X —* JT +IT~, needs the measurement of the three following angles: the product-ion 
angle 6-, between the incoming e~ and the radiative 7 directions, the polar and the az-
imuthal angles 0* and 4>x of tb.e TT"*" in the X rest frame relatively to its motion. The only 
possible values of spin-parity for X are J = 0 + , 2 + , 4 + ... 

There are three indépendant amplitudes ÂQ, At and .A21 corresponding to the three 
possible helicities (0, 1 or 2), or, relatively to A^, two complex amplitudes : 

X=^- = xx ei4>x 

Ao 
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By integrating the total W[co30-,t cos$nt # w , X, Y) distribution over two of the three 
angles, the angular distributions are Hie followingïlcl ; 

PicosB^) = j ^ j * " W dcarf* <ty„ = f x2 sin20y + Ç (1 + y2)<l + c o 3

2 ^ ) 

P(cosOn) = j+l / o

2 f f W dcos$y dfa = *f[3cos2eit^\)2 +8irx2cos201f sin4^ + 27ry 2szn 40 i r 

^ ) - /-7 J-/ t v '""^ «*™*- = f^1 + ** + s*) - *J?tf <Wv- »«2^. 

X and Y are obtained by maximizing a likelihood function L(X,Y) involving the in
dividual values of 0 7 , 0* and (f>„ of accepted events, and a general function obtained by 
a Monte-Carlo .simulation taking into account the efficiency and acceptance effects in the 
apparatus, the selection and the analysis, 

2071 events are selected in the 1150-1400 MeV/c2 mass range containing the /2(1270) 
peak. The cos9w distribution, which is the most sensitive to the spin hypothesis, is shown 
on figure 7 for these events, and also for Monte-Carlo simulations J/if> —* 7/2, with /2 spin 
assignments J — 2 and J -- 0, and .7/V' --* pn-

The main problem is the contamination under the /2(1270) peak, estimated from the 
mass spectrum fit shown on figure 3b lo about 18%, and for which the only known source 
is the Jfifr -* p* 7rT decay. A way to reject these events is to cut on the high value of the 
cosine of the polar angle &n{\cos9„ j > .8), as seen on figure 7d: more than 90% of pn events 
are rejected; 1242 experimental events remain in the /2(1270) mass region, with less than 
2% p*7rT contamination; the other backgrounds from p°', /2(1720) and / 4(2030) tails arc 
estimated to less than 1% each. 

A maximum likelihood method (figure 8) gives the following result: 

T. = 0.83 ± 0.06 

cosfa = 0.62 ± 0.23 

y = 0.01 ± 0.06 

where quoted errors are statistical only. It has been checked by a Monte-Carlo method 
that the estimated contaminations do not affect at all these results. Similar values are 
obtained for a; and y if one demands a zero relative phase between A\ and Ao{co&<f>x = 1); 
costfiy is very poorly constrained by the data, since it appears in the angular distributions 
multiplied by 1/, which is very close to 0; so it has been taken equal to 1, 

The J — 0 hypothesis is completely discarded by the cosS* distribution (fig.7) and by 
the corresponding likelihood value (L0 = 10) FIS compared to the value obtained under 
the J = 2 assumption (£2 — 48). 

For the higher mass states, a tentative angular analysis has been performed, applying 
the usual cosB^ cut in order to reduce the pn background. Figure 9 shows the variation of 
x and y with the 7T7T invariant mass, and does not present any structure. 
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Conclusion 

The radiative decay channel J/iff —*• in+ir has been studied using the 3.6 million Jf$ 
produced by the DM2 experiment; the brandling ratio has been measured for the / 2(1270): 
BR{J/$ - • 7/2) x BR{f2 -* TT+ Ï T ) = (7.50 ±0.30 ± 1.12) x 10" 4 ; tbe spin analysis for 
this particle strongly prefers spin 2 to spin 0, with comparable helicity 1 and 0 amplitudes 
(z = 0.83 ± 0.06), but with no significative helicity 2 contribution (y = 0.01 ± 0.06), 
in strong desagreement with QCD models^5' predicting a quite similar contribution of 
the three amplitudes; nevertheless, under the assumption of a quasireal gg intermediate 
state, a recent model'1 Tl exhibits values of x and y compatible with experimental results 
(* * y/3/2 and y - 0). DM2 results completly agree with Crystall-Ball and MARK HI 
previous results. 

For the excess of events on the high mass side of the /2(1270), one cannot choose 
between the presence of a resonance around 1420 MeV/c2, or an interference effect between 
the / 2(1270) and /J (1525) amplitudes. 

Two other structures at higher masses could be interpreted as J2(1720) and / 4(2030), 
but the small signal-to-background ratio does not allow to draw a firm conclusion; the 
/2(172D) possibly decays into TTTT, with a rate of (.17 ± .04), relatively to KK mode, in 
agreement with the MARK n i value of (.25 ± .07). 
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fig 2 : ir+jT mass distribution for experimental events (a), and for simulated events 
WW -> fm and -frt°)K+K~ [b|. 
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Fig. 3 : Fit to 7T+T" mass ..pectnim svith two 3rei 1 Wigners (p°, / 2(1270)) (a.],and with 
four Breit-Wigners (p°, /j(1270). A(1720) and A(2030)) [b]. 
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Fig. 4 : 7T+)r moss distribution for J/i}' —*• 4Mr+7f~ events. 
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Fig. 5 : Fit to jr+7r mass spectrum between 1075 and 1550 MeV/c2 with two Brcit-
Wigner distributions, before [a], and after [b] the angular cut \cosS„\ < .78 and > .92. 
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Fig. 6 : Fit to IT+TT- mass spectrum with five Brcil-Wigners (p°, / 2(1270) and /â(1525) in
terfering, /j(1720) and /i(2030)) [a], and with four Breit-Wigners (p°, / 2(1270), / 2(1720), 
/ 4(2030)) after cos9* cut |b]. 
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Fig. 7 : cos$, distributions for the /2(1270) mass region : 
[a] experimental data 
[b| J/tj> -» 7 / simulation with J = 2 
[c] Jjit> —» 7 / simulation with J = 0 
[d] J / 0 —+ pn simulation. 
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Fig. 8 : Ukelihoo.-J contour for / 2(1270) spin analysis. 
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Fig. 9 : Variation of x and y with the irir invariant mass. 


